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   Since the photon orbital angular momentum was discovered in the 90s of last 
century, more and more researches have been done on the beam carrying orbital 
angular momentum. In recent decades, the related research is attracting more and 
more people's attention, and has penetrated into many fields, such as micro 
manipulation technology, etc.. Especially in the field of quantum, such as quantum 
entanglement, quantum communication and so on, there are many related researches 
and potential applications. 
    In this paper, we study the phenomenon of the the rotating Doppler effect which 
is related to orbital angular momentum. On the basis of digital spiral imaging theory, 
we use the special rule of the orbital angular momentum spectrum of the reflected 
light beam scattered from a symmetry object, and then devise an optimal method to 
measure the rotational speed of the object by the Doppler frequency shift. In this 
paper, we focus on the symmetry of the rotating object, and use the characteristic of 
the orbital angular momentum spectrum to get the best signal quickly and efficiently. 
In the experiment, we use the spatial light modulator, a precision instrument, with the 
holographic gratings according to different symmetry objects to simulate the objects. 
Our method can not only save lots of detection time, but also take into account the 
accuracy of the results, which has a very important role in promoting the application 
of the measurement of the rotational speed on the basis of the Doppler effect in the 
field of remote sensing and astronomy. 
    In this thesis, we first review the background knowledge of the research. We 
introduce the basic knowledge and background of photon orbital angular momentum, 
and the vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum containing the  
Laguerre-Gaussian beam; and then we introduce the concept of the rotational Doppler 
effect related to the photon orbital angular momentum after the introduction of the 
classical Doppler effect-the linear Doppler effect. And in the end of this part ,we 














frequency shift is equal to the product of the orbital angular momentum quantum 
number and the speed. 
    In the second part of the thesis, we introduce the theoretical derivation of this 
method. For the general introduction of the research, we introduce the two scenarios 
involved :(1)when the incident light is Gauss beam, we detect the superposition of the 
orbital angular momentum; (2)when the superposition state is the state of the incident 
light, we detect the component that the orbital angular momentum is zero. The 
theoretical derivation results of both scenarios have verified the correctness of our 
project. And we can get the speed through analyzing the frequency spectrum of the 
signal. Then, the theory of digital spiral imaging is introduced. Starting from the 
symmetry of the object, we grasp the relationship between the symmetry of the object 
and the orbital angular momentum components of the reflected light. On the above  
theoretical basis, we put forward the optimization scheme for the rotating object with 
N fold symmetry: without touching it, you can quickly calculate the accurate speed if 
you directly probe the N±  superposition of the reflected light. 
    Next, we introduce our experiments and results. In our experiment, we detect the 
speed of the object with three fold symmetry and the speed of the object with ten fold 
symmetry. For the three fold symmetric object, with clover as the representative, the 
speed error measured is 0.72%; the error about the ten fold symmetric object is 
0.704%. The experimental results agree well with the simulated results ,which shows 
that the optimization scheme is reasonable. 
    The last part is the sum and prospect . 
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    上世纪初，Ponting 等人
[21]
发现了光子的自旋角动量(spinning angular 
momentum,简称 SAM)，SAM 与光束的偏振态有关。并于 1936 年由 Beth 等人
[22]
验证了左、右旋圆偏振光子分别携带有±ℏ的自旋角动量。 




是和光束的螺旋相位结构相关联的。具体的讲，就是指表达式含有 exp( )ilφ 螺旋
相位项的光波，是具有轨道角动量的，其中所含的任意一个光子都携带有 lℏ的轨
道角动量。其中字母φ 代表的是方位角， l指的是轨道角动量量子数（也叫拓扑
荷数，是整数值），ℏ 是物理常数-普朗克常数。至 1995 年，OAM 此理论概念被














































1.2.2 拉盖尔-高斯光束（LG 光束） 
由于携带轨道角动量的光束的波阵面在传播过程中螺旋上升，像涡旋一样，
所以我们非常形象的称这类光束为光学涡旋,它们的螺旋的相位结构与轨道角动
量量子数的对应关系如图 1 所示。 
 
 
(a) =0ℓ 时即基模高斯光束，对应平面波前； (b) =1ℓ 时，涡旋光束的等相位面； 
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一化，而且没有考虑传播项。从上面式子我们可以知道，在 0z = 的情况下，LG
光束主要是由两个参数决定的，一个是 ℓ，这在前面已经提到过，在这里也称为
角向量子数，与螺旋相位相关。如果波前沿着传播方向有 360 度的旋转，光束的















的分布有关系，表示的是光束沿径向具有波节个数为 1p + ，因而从参数的角度
而言，LG 光束也可以表示成：
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图 1.3 多普勒效应产生情况示意图 
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